It is nearly as easy to derive the Dirac equation starting from electrodynamics as it is by starting from mechanics. The electromagnetic fields always satisfy the relation (H2 + E2)2 -(2 E x H)2 = 2 -P2 = (H2 -E2)2 + 4(E ■ H)2.
(1)
We may set E ■ H = 0, identify {H2 -E2) as the mass, Q eventually use the substitutions <?->i -, P-* -iV, and proceed in the usual manner [1] . The only new feature here is the possibility of speculating that mass may have an electromagnetic origin. The electromag netic approach, however, becomes considerably more interesting by introducing the concept of an electro magnetic spinor [2] .
A spinor may be viewed as arising from a vector of zero length [3] . For a three-vector x, we thus require x2 + x2 + x2= 0. (6) where the subscripts are suggested by the fact that E changes sign under spatial inversion, but H is invari ant. Then with the identity
the requirement that the electromagnetic field have zero lenth at any point of space-time may be written as <pL<pR + (t>R<pL = 2(H2 + E2) = 0.
The corresponding electromagnetic spinors <pL, q>R will, in view of (5), satisfy 4>Lq>L = 0, <PR(pR = 0.
The individual terms in (8) are
<*>R0 L = H2 + £ 2 + 2<r • (ExH ) = £ + o-P, (11) which clearly give the Dirac differential operator with the substitutions for S, P as above. We further note that the Lagrangian density may be written as
<PL <PL = (H2 -E2) + 2 i (E ■ H), <PR<PR = (H2-E 2) -2 i ( E H ) ,
From (10)-(13) it follows that (12)
which is identical to (1) (and presumably corresponds to the Klein-Gordon equation in the quantum inter pretation). Giving the wave mechanical interpretation to the right sides of (10) and (11), and following Feynman [4], applying {i -a -P) to the right-handed spinor gives an object that transforms as a left handed spinor, and similarly for {£ + 0 ■ P). Setting (S -a ■ P) (pR = nupL,
{ß + a ■ P) (pL = m (pR,
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Notizen representation. But from the left sides of (10) and (11) we can equally well write these as = (17) (&r&L)<PL = ™<PR-
Next, using (9) the left sides of these equations can only give zero. To avoid this let us introduce the inter pretation familiar from quantum field theory accord ing to which the fields (6) 
